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INTRODUCTION
The fifth stanza of Stevens' "Thirteen Ways of
Looking at a Blackbird" induces contemplation of
the "just after," as do the works collected in this
issue. Thank you for reading and submitting. We
hope you enjoy the first paid issue of Thirteen
Ways Magazine!
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Being Here
These days amongst the flowers,
Amongst the swirling light
Of avenues and yards,
Amongst the calm acceptance
Of the oaks and poplars,
Are perfect luminous intervals
Lighting the marginal darkness
Of a life.
Like Hell we say to the great weights
Of circumstance.
Like Hell to the physics of failure
And loss.
Summer days filled up
With something romantically simple:
Longing and absolution,
Loving the inescapable,
Clouds forming shadows
On the neighbor?s lawn.

Seth Jani
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Dear, wit h Cat (Remix)
In response to Juli Haas?watercolor painting ?Dreamer?
Sleeping off the vodka
gimlets on the couch is when
you visit me now. I?m not
myself. Your hair is thick
like fur in my dream fingers,
slippery like hope and promise.
My eyebrows furrow when you call
me ?Honey? in the dark. I have
nothing left to feed you, no
catnip, no espresso. My hands
pass through your gossamer face,
your tail wrapped around my ankle,
Possessive.

Josette Torres
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Grandmot her
Your woven rush coffin traveled backwards
toward the furnace until a thin curtain hid
the moment of you meeting flames.
That night in Wales, we discovered we could watch
the World Series, happening three thousand
miles away, on BBC 4. In your bakehouse, with its
Hobbit door and woodstove, we released
our grief for all the years the Phillies lost.
The scent of your chemical mouthwash still
lurking, we applauded our baseball boys?
endurance, their smart play on the bases,
their soaring home runs. Where was your voice
that night? Your dry wit? Your organic cotton
bathrobe? Those I inherited, along with words as a medium
and a need for lavender.

Eliza Callard
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My Aging Mind
I swim in the graying flow of undercurrents of my memories,
finding solace in the velvetiness of autumn leaves that cling to
barren trees beside a placid pond where bullfrogs croak their
eerie guttural voices. I dream in the smoothness of past
thoughts where aging is nonexistent, and downy birds sing
melodious songs all day long with no fear of dying. But, I live
in the ephemeral rusting hours of vanishing time, where bones
become brittle, steps become laborious, and hair fades into
ash, a place where deep sleep eludes me. I find the orange
sunrise sweet but the gray sunset troublesome, being an omen
of something leaving, going away, and corroding in the
flaming moments of finiteness.

James Piatt
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One Last Christ mas Present
He is well prepared for his seventieth summer of fishing,
wearing a life jacket, no doubt long past its
useful years, the kapok smelling faintly of mildew.
The scent of the old man?s black coffee steaming in a
cardboard go-cup blends with the odor of the
oil-gas mixture floating on the gin clear water.
The fuel forms a rainbow aura around the stern as he squeezes
the bulb on the battered gas can. After adjusting the choke,
smoke pours from the old 15 horse Evinrude, finally
catching after five pulls and five nasty epithets.
The aluminum jon boat is dented and painted in camouflage
as if it has the power to sneak up on the fish unnoticed.
Later when he reaches the cove and the motor is silenced,
he opens the tackle box full of heirlooms from his father,
unfolding it like a flower into three tiers of crank baits,
spoons, jelly worms, weights, hooks, bobbers and a
pearl handled fishing knife. The old man examines the box
like a doctor surveys his instruments before surgery.
And then, he selects just the right bait, a talisman that will
coax a bass or catfish up from the bottom and into his net.
Every year the boat is harder to launch and the reel more
difficult to crank when his rod arches with the weight of a big fish.
His hand trembles more these days as he fumbles with
tying the monofilament line on the leader. But today
he is here and so are the fish. He casts his line
below the overhanging limbs to a spot where he
submerged last year?s Christmas tree six months before.
A fat bass eases out from under the boughs,
moving like an exotic dancer through a glimmering
curtain of tinsel toward the old man?s lure.

William Ogden Haynes
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The Gap

Walter Balerno

She was the first human I had seen in over 40 years. As I crossed the road her
face flashed into existence in front of me but was swiftly gone again, taking
its silent shock with it. I tried to fix her image in my mind and remember every
detail.
I liked her face. It had an air of intelligence. I don?t know why I thought that.
She was getting old but looked healthy enough. The road behind her had
looked the same as my road; grass and moss consuming ancient tarmac,
turning a road into a lush river of green with scattered rusting hulks almost
hidden along its banks. The buildings lining the street were the same
weathered monoliths I had explored long ago. I couldn?t work out if she was
visiting my world, if we shared a world, or if I had dipped into hers.
When my privacy mode malfunctioned long ago I assumed somebody would
fix it but the technology, which was salvaged rather than created by us, was
probably unfathomable. Once broken, nobody could fix it. People no longer
popped in and out of my world.
Standing tired in the street, I didn?t know whether to remain there in case she
appeared again. Maybe it was the first of several appearances as she cycled in
and out of phase with my existence; tunnelling from one universe to another.
I wondered if she was standing waiting, just a few metres away, for me to
appear. At that moment a disembodied question broke the silence.
"Can you hear me?"

A dog, far in the distance, barked. It was at the limit of my hearing and
almost a phantom. I could make no reply.
"My experiments are working. Don?t lose hope.?"Then there was a total
silence like a radio being turned off after all programmes have finished
so even the static disappears.
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The Gap

(continued)

Walter Balerno

Days later I saw a man lying dead in the street, flickering so fast it was
barely perceptible. A silver gun was still in his hand and blood had
sprayed through the back of his head across the lush grass, pooling
around him in the fractured concrete until dry. The low morning sun
was bright and I had to shield my eyes to see the colours.
I bent down to touch the body. The boundary between skin and air,
which should have been so definite, fluttered on my finger like
somebody blowing on it. His flickering cheek was disappointingly chill,
more object than person. I wondered if he had hung on all these years
and, not knowing salvation might be days away, had finally given up. I
checked his wrist but his journal was dead. Nobody would ever know
his story.
"Such a shame." Her voice startled me. I looked round and thought I
caught sight of her dress dissolving behind me.
A myriad of different voices became a common feature of my world in
the weeks that followed. At first there were many cries of ?Hello??and
'Can anybody hear me??that I never answered. Gradually the voices
began to sound more like scattered fragments of conversations.
"Have you seen her recently? I hope she?s still working on it."
"Yes, but it was years before I finally got the hang of hunting them."
"All the children will have died, unable to survive alone, while the rest
of us are beyond breeding age. This gap where no children were born
will be the end of us."
The chatter was endless and intrusive.
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The Gap

(continued)

Walter Balerno

Manufactured objects, boxes and wires, began to appear in a roughly
circular pattern not far from where I found the body. They didn?t flicker
like the corpse but were nonetheless insubstantial and prone to
disappear. I couldn?t predict whether or not the metal box lying on the
concrete would still be there when I returned from my rabbit hunt.
As I strode along the path with a fresh rabbit in my bag there she was in
front of me, enigmatic. Wondering if we could touch, I threw her the
rabbit. She caught it, smiling as she disappeared still clutching it.
I heard her say ?Come to the circle. I know you?ve seen it.?
Standing at what I guessed was the approximate centre, I watched
figures appear on the perimeter of the circle. Their babbling voices
were right beside me, their bodies distant.
In a gap between the other figures stood the woman herself. She held a
small box in one hand, delicately manipulating some sort of control on
top of it, her face tight with concentration.
"Do you see people?" She asked quietly.
"Lots of them. In a circle around me." It was the first time I had spoken
since the whole affair began.
The crowds looked around like blind people. I could tell they couldn?t
see each other. They heard only disembodied voices but I could see
them all.
She tweaked controls and the people all became more substantial,
almost solid, until an elastic pop made her gasp and say "I?m losing
him."
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The Gap

(continued)

Walter Balerno

"Looks like another failure,?"came a comment from nowhere in
particular.
I saw disappointment on their faces before they disappeared.
That was yesterday and I haven?t heard the voices since then. The world
around me flickers like the corpse did. I was part of her experiment, just
like he was. Her efforts sent us somewhere else. Somewhere worse.
Whole buildings and tracts of land spontaneously fade to something
little more than air, the spacious separation of atoms suddenly
believable. The strobing land affording me a swimmer?s glimpse of the
deep floor frighteningly far below. Only my clothes and hunting rifle
remain solid. I hope the rifle still works.
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ABOVE SPRAGUE POND

Grinning,
A large deer?s skull
Nailed
to a tree
Beside a waterfall?
Ruminant

Lee Evans
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Seamst ress
The morning
glory works its slow blue needle
through dawn?s quilt.

Ken Pobo
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Thirteen Waysis a semi-annual journal dedicated to the publication of
quality content in literature and the arts. This issue may be freely
copied and distributed, but not sold.
Please look for the next issue December 1, 2016.
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